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This is not your typical 
faith and learning project. 

Well, in a way it is.  It is an attempt 
to show something of the way in 
which I fi nd synergy between my 
artistic endeavors and my biblical 
understanding. To this end there are 
scraps of correspondence, sketch-
book entries, and even a homily from 
a learned theologian and pastor. 
What is not immediately evident is 
a clear, concise, self-written essay 
which lays out how I put my faith 
and my discipline together in a step 
by step, bullet point fashion. From 
the standpoint of a faith and learning 
project, the lack of this essay may, at 
fi rst, seem inappropriate.

Standing in between the incomplete-
ness of the document as an exhibition 
catalog and the inappropriateness of 
this document as a faith and learn-
ing paper is the exhibition itself. And 
that, I contend, is precisely how it 
should be. If this document was ei-
ther complete or appropriate in and 
of itself there would be no reason for 
you to engage the actual work at all. 

And that would a disservice to you, 
me, and the work. For it is in the 
work itself that all of the relevant 
topics intersect: the relationship be-
tween me, the material and you, as 
well as the relationship between my 
faith, my discipline, and my commu-
nity. Any attempt I make to move that 
intersection somewhere else (say, to 
this document) would  only serve to  
blur and distort it, in spite of my best 
intentions. 

This is not your typical 
exhibition catalog. 

Well, in a way it is. It is a documen-
tation of the exhibition of the same 

title. As such it has pictures of the 
work from the exhibition; including 
titles, dimensions, and date created 
(information known in “the biz” as 

tombstones.) It also includes critical 
commentary by a learned art histo-
rian and critic. But as an exhibition 
catalog it is incomplete: it does not 

cover all the work in the exhibition. 
It also includes a bevy of extraneous 

information for an exhibition catalog, 
including pages from my sketchbook 
and various notes/ correspondence .
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TOPICS- MY NOTES IN BLUE- I ONLY MADE NOTES ON A FEW TOPICS—BUT THAT’S NOT TO SAY I’M 
NOT INTERESTED IN THE OTHERS. RATHER, SOME OF THE COMMENTS EITHER HERE OR IN THE EMAIL 
ADDRESS MOST OF THE OTHERS.

1. Vessels: the sculptures are all vessels which ties them quite immediately to the history of 
ceramics

  I have always liked that about clay. The basic technology/ skills haven’t changed. 
Well, there are new skills/technologies added (electric kilns, plaster molds), but they have never 
replaced the basic skills (coil-building, wheel- throwing, wood-fi red kilns). There’s a great connection 
here to the history/practice of Christianity- in the connected-ness one feels to the past and future.

4. Mimesis: complicatedly mimetic via mechanical reproductions which draw into question the 
signifying valiance of works as such, what I mean is something like, does a decal on a deer 
signify whatever it signifi ed or is it re-signifi ed when it is attached to the deer and placed in 
a gallery as part of a larger construction?  I think the latter.  Further, the commercial molds 
display a degree of representation, but DH’s choice to leave the evidence of their use plainly 
visible draws attention to their use and the degree to which DH is simply managing the 
artifi cing of someone else, the mold maker, and perhaps God.  Thus his works destroy the 
fantasy of ex nihilo creation so central and animating to much of the modern project.  DH’s 
works are both abstractions and representational and in being representational they are a 
departure from Modernist preoccupation.
 Yes yes yes!!!!! It’s as if you just wrote the thesis for the whole body of work! To 

further complicate: The question posed about the deer/decal is pretty common to Po Mod, but is used to 
negate the possibility of meaning to either (deer or decal). I want to fi nd a way to recognize that they are 
both changed by the relationship but both oddly affi rmed at the same time. It’s that whole incarnational 
thing again. What happens when God becomes man? Both God and creation are changed in that 
instant. And yet they’re not changed. (the relationship changes but the roles don’t??) Blows me away.
Plus I want to both deny certain Modernist views (ex nihilo creation fantasy) and yet affi rm Modernist 
traditions. It’s confusing.

5. Maximalist aesthetic: where modernism eventually led to a minimalist aesthetic, a well 
orchestrated silence, postmodernism seems to have led to a maximalist aesthetic, a well-
orchestrated cacophony.

6. Incarnation and art: the goodness of the ordinary vessel—after Christ’s incarnation the 
ordinary cannot be seen as anything but extraordinary.

  Love this idea, too. I’ve been attracted to the “mundane” since grad school. Much 
more fertile ground here than anywhere else I’ve looked

15. Political Art: the postmodern truism that all art is political amounts to an insistence 
that all art embodies a perspective and that these perspectives are generally in 
conflict with other perspectives; however, it is the very universality of the claim 
that all art is political that keeps it from having any real consequences.  If all art 
is a perspective—which is just another way of saying it is political and partakes 

of someone’s view—then we have not derived a basis for judgment (no art can be 
better since it is political if it all is).  We would need to make another claim like 
no politics is better than any other (a highly improbable and I believe a logically 
untenable claim) in order to think that the claim that all art is political has any real 
consequences.  
I might be closer to believing there is a paradox here. That all art is political, and yet     

it isn’t. Maybe this is the blind mice and the elephant argument, or maybe it’s chaos theory. 
Can’t tell

19. Humor: the works are seriously unserious. Amen! Humor is serious work!

22. What is DH trying to do to/say to his viewers?

23. Critical self-reflection is the goal of the works: to get you to doing some sort of 
puritanical self-reflection

24. Objects vs. Images: art images objects?  Can anything exist which cannot be imbued 
with signification, whether intended or not?

25. Entanglings or Bindings: many of the works involve some sort of bordering effect 
within them, just as the edge of the painting’s canvas functions to demark the limits 
of the painting, so these coils and other limit points mark off the edge of the work 
which is otherwise limitless.

26. The Grotesque: this is where we might place DH’s work in the history of art such as 
in Bruegal’s “The Battle Between Carnival and Lent” and in other representations of 

27. In these works DH is demonstrating through the narrative quality of the works a 
critical relationship to the present world without devolving into cynicism and in 
this he maintains a Christian attitude of hopefulness about the future which includes 
honesty about the current state of humanity.  He is not afraid to be critical precisely 
because he believes that transformation is possible.

28. Exposure is redemptive for DH if it allows you to become entangled in the works 
and draws you into questions that purify you and, at its best, DH’s work tries to get 
its audience to adopt a self-critical lens that will allow them to identify with the 
work and then get entangled with it. This seems, in part to encapsulate #22-27. I 
think it is true, although I think the work also begs me to adopt the same self-critical 
lens.  In fact it asks that of me way before there is an audience.  I am having a kind 
of dialogue with the work as I make it, and I hope there is enough of that process 
there for the viewer to also have a dialogue with the work. In the end I hope all 
three--maker, work, and viewer—make a connection. 
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It’s no criticism of David Hooker’s art to say, what I think is true, that 
Christian artists are largely invisible in the present art world.  Add to this 

the fact that ceramics is almost as imperceptible as religious art and you 
see the diffi culty that Hooker’s works present: they don’t quite fi t.  Perhaps 
you experienced this disparity as you walked around and looked at the 
works.  Still for those who look at contemporary art with regularity, there 
develops a peculiar expectation that works will confound or at least puzzle 
you upon fi rst exposure: here Hooker’s works delivers.  Luckily, since we 
do still prize novelty in our postmodern times—proving that whatever is true 
about modernism it did not have the market on the quest for the new—the 
absence of ready works or artists for comparison is not a big problem.  
Hooker’s work has a certain novelty on its side and what is novelty if not 
a designation that you have no peers?  He works primarily in clay in an 
age of art dominated by painting and by, increasingly, photography.  But in 
working in clay he breaks some of the more basic features of the ceramics 
art world: he makes clays sculptures which are not simply beautiful works 
of craft.  Rather they are complex constructions, almost like self-contained 
installations—or fl attened installations in the case of “Tumblestack IV.” And 
Hooker draws attention to his Christian faith in his titles, his iconic use of 
religious fi gures (Virgin Mothers, allusions to religious art, gel transfers from 
photocopies of these same religious works, etc.) and even in his choice of 
materials (the choice of clay brings with it an unmistakable echo of Genesis 
2:7).  And yet, the near invisibility of clay as a method by which to work 
out problems in the main stream of the contemporary art conversation and 
the parallel invisibility of sincere Christian conviction in the discourse of 
contemporary art, makes comparative analysis of Hooker’s work diffi cult, 
but luckily there are other ways to judge and understand works of art than 
by direct comparison.

To be clear, by suggesting that Hooker’s work is novel, I am not claiming 
that either Christian art or clay as a medium are absent today.  What I am 
saying is that both exist below the radar of the mainstream of contemporary 
art discourse, operating largely in their own private subcultures with their 
own markets, galleries, patrons, publications, critics, etc., and they are 
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largely outside the institutional structures of contemporary art, that art 
world made up of the major museums, biennials, and galleries in New 
York, London, Tokyo, and Berlin (etc.), and therefore also outside the 
view of the publications (Art Forum, October, etc.) which discuss this fi eld.  October, etc.) which discuss this fi eld.  October
When the art world does talk about religion and art—or worse produces 
religious works—it is not with much felicity.  And if such recent scholarship 
as James Elkins’ On the Strange Place of Religion in Contemporary Art
is to be believed, there is essentially no place in the current art world for 
sincere expression of religious devotion.  Whether this absence should 
be bemoaned is not for me to discuss here, but in my experience this 
conclusion does seem true: overt expressions of religious commitment 
have little traction in the contemporary art world.  There are some examples 
of artists with strong religious commitment working in the mainstream of 
the art world of the 20th and 21st century, but their works do not usually 
display their religious commitment explicitly.  Exceptions to this rule are 
not unheard of, one thinks of Chagall, Kandinsky, and Nolde as possible 
examples in the early 20th century, and then in complicated ways of Serrano 
in the late 20th century for example.  There is also “A Broken Beauty” and 
some of the artists of CIVA (Christians in the Visual Arts) who have found 
representation for their work in the main current of the art world, but these 
are, I think, the exceptions that only prove the rule.  But Hooker’s work is 
an exception in two ways: 1.) it is successful as art and not simply as a 
series of works within the ceramics subculture, and 2.) it is successful in 
its integration of Christian faith with that art, without falling into some of the 
common pitfalls of the Christian art subculture (sentimentalism on the one 
hand, ironic distance on the other).

A central theme of this collection is spelled out in the rather elusive (and 
allusive) title: “Where there is smoke there is smoke.”  That theme is the 
meaningfulness of objects, their ability to perform semantic functions, 
to be signs. Hooker’s title hints that his show will complicate some very 
basic conceptions of meaning, signifi cation, reference, and fi nally allegory 
when he alludes to the classical example from semiotics of an indexical 
sign (smoke=fi re).  Here, through the unexpected repetition of “there is 

smoke” and elimination of the expected “fi re,” Hooker undermines the 
direct causal relationship between the indexical signifi er (smoke) and 
signifi ed (fi re).  He seems to be asking if there can be smoke without a 
fi re, whether there can be a signifi er that does not have a signifi ed.  In so 
doing he demonstrates the problem of interpretation and reference that is, 
in my view, so central to each of the works presented here.  In semiotics 
indexical signs are the least ambiguous of signs, because they possess 
a causal relationship to their referent (unlike words, for example, which in 
Saussure’s view had an arbitrary relationship to the concept to which they 
referred), so it is worth noting that Hooker is up to something when his title 
problematizes the least ambiguous of sign types and then the rest of the 
show continues this theme of ambiguation (in both the titles of works and 
in the objects themselves).

And what is more, in drawing attention to this problem of interpretation, 
and in particular to the beholder’s and producer’s role in that production 
of meaning, Hooker clearly demonstrates a certain fl air for what Michael 
Fried in “Art and Objecthood” dubbed “theatricality.”  Theatrical works 
of art draw attention to their own artifi ce and thereby to the role of the 
beholder’s experience in the formation and interpretation (which are 
sometimes the same things in Fried’s view) of these works.  Fried was 
(and still is) against such theatrical works, but the postmoderns took 
Fried’s view of theatricality and re-valued it, making it their virtue where 
it had been Fried’s vice.  Hooker’s work thus bears at least one affi nity to 
the projects of postmodernism: he is concerned about his viewer and his 
art displays this concern.
If you only looked at “Ship of Fools” you could understand pretty quickly 
everything that is going on in David Hooker’s show, which isn’t to say this 
is the best work in the show, or even my favorite, but just that this work 
is exemplary.  Formally “Ship of Fools” is an earthenware construction, 
a collection of independently existing vessels that are then put together, 
some of these vessels are “hand-crafted” by Hooker, while others are 
made from commercial molds.  
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Semantically the work is something of an allegory of allegories (what we 
might call a meta-allegory) as it alludes to one panel of Hieronymus Bosch’s 
15th century triptych altar piece of the same name, but then allegorizes 
the allusion to that allegory of human frivolity, purposelessness, and 
degradation through Hooker’s use of bunnies, a ship’s mast made of an 
angel’s body on a rendering of Hooker’s own head, with a  plume of smoke 
and an anxious, praying dog.  The allusion is then to both the allegory 
of the original, but then also to the very allegorizing impulse and, unlike 
Bosch’s original, the parts seem to draw your attention to their allegorical 
function more generally.  

Experientially “Ship of Fools” confronts the beholder with some serious 
questions—What am I looking at?  What am I supposed to get from this?  
What is this referring to? Is that a bulldog’s head on a person’s body? 
etc.—and it simultaneously demands that the viewer wander around it, 
look at it from different angles (holding out the intriguing possibility that it is 
different from each of them), and it thereby presents the viewer with a type 
of endless experience because you are never quite sure that you have 
seen it enough or from an adequate angle.  Some critics, notably Fried 
and Hal Foster, have identifi ed openness—a work’s endlessness—as one 
hallmark of postmodernist in art.

Philosophically this work reveals the central abiding philosophical theme 
of the show: Hooker’s commitment to paradox as, what Kierkegaard 
described as an “ontological defi nition” rather than a “concession” (that 
is a logical failure).  Recall that a paradox is a statement that is true even 
though it is contradictory, as F. Scott Fitzgerald explained speaking of the 
mind’s ability to grasp the paradox in his The Crack-Up: “The test of a fi rst-
rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed ideas in the mind at the 
same time, and still retain the ability to function.”  To enjoy “Ship of Fools” 
you really need Fitzgerald’s “fi rst rate mind” because in “Ship of Fools,” as 
in the rest of the show, contradictory (or at least seemingly contradictory) 
ideas, components, and images abound.  For Hooker such incongruity is 
more than an aesthetic, it is also a philosophy, a method of production, 

and, fi nally, and perhaps most interestingly, a theology.  

Theologically “Ship of Fools” does not immediately nor transparently 
reveal Hooker’s beliefs.  There is a praying dog, and there is the allusion 
to Bosch’s original, but there are no crosses, no obvious religious icons 
or fi gures (there is no literal Jesus here).  Aesthetically the work confronts 
your senses and your mind is immediately caught up as you see “Ship of 
Fools.”  You speculate about its title—trying to remember what it refers to 
in your stock of cultured allusions—and, if you are like me, you probably 
want to touch it, to see how the rough edges feel on the bunny and how 
slippery the glazing is.  In short, “Ship of Fools,” like many of the pieces 
in the show is an embarrassment of riches, an experiment in aesthetic 
maximalism, visual and semantic overload, and you either pause and look 
longer trying to take it all in, or you walk away confused.

Hooker seems to like the aesthetic of collage, even when he is making 
sculptures and it is important remember that collage has always been 
about bringing sculpture and painting together since the collage elements 
generally violate the fl atness of the painting.  Collage, it seems to me, 
is at once a quite contemporary aesthetic, even as there is also nothing 
unique—or even uniquely contemporary—about Hooker’s choice to work 
with the technique, since the bricoluer’s penchant for “tinkering” with what 
is available is as old as Braque and Picasso.  What is peculiarly early 
21st century of Hooker’s collage is his melding of high and low cultural 
artifacts and allusions in the same work, a rendering which seems to 
eliminate that very distinction—in the paintings his backloader or the 
cartoon sambo seem like easy examples.  It was this creeping mass 
culture in the form of “kitsch” that always threatened the avant-garde in 
Clement Greenberg’s analysis of the basic paradigm of modernism in 
“Avant-garde and Kitsch.”  Greenberg was convinced that the avant-garde 
was always being subsumed back into the bourgeois art economy from 
which it emerged and that what was today avant-garde would tomorrow 
be rendered part of mass culture.  Hooker’s choice then to embrace the 
objects of mass culture—Pac Man ghosts, Wonder Women statues, even 



the products of the commercial molds themselves which are part of a 
mass cultural art phenomena that Greenberg would surely have dubbed 
“kitsch”—demonstrates in no small way the degree to which Hooker has 
moved beyond the modern paradigm.  

Such an affi nity with postmodernism is clearly on display in Hooker’s 
use of juxtaposition and contrast throughout the various works.  In the 
sculptures there are juxtaposed fi gures, entwined, but never wholly alone.  
The paintings, such as “A Mystery, wrapped in an Enigma, Viewed by a 
Poodle,” exhibit this same refl exivity and contrast—the titles and the works 
often accomplish this as well, which emerges most forcefully when even 
the titles are sitting beside other titles as in “The Baby, The Bathwater, and 
a Backhoe Loader, or, Is It Wrong to Use Your Wife and Son as a Madonna 
and Child.” Or take “Annunciation to Go” as a representative example of 
this juxtapositional aesthetic: in one wall sculpture we have what appears 
to be a Pac Man ghost entwined with a broken pieta (the mother is next 
to, but not holding, the child which is why I call it “broken”), a commercial-
molded rabbit, and what appears to be an orange cartoon dialogue 
balloon (or perhaps it is an unusual smoke plume—smoke being one of 
the recurrent icons in this show).  Such a pastiche of fragments requires 
a sensibility which, though not new (it was T.S. Eliot who after all wrote 
“These fragments have I shored against my ruins”), has quickly become 
de rigueur for appreciating the current generation of artists. Even the title de rigueur for appreciating the current generation of artists. Even the title de rigueur
of the work, “Annunciation to Go” is somewhat jarring as it pairs one of the 
more serious moments of Christian history, the announcement of God’s 
incarnation as a human to his virgin mother, with a pop culture allusion to 
our national practice of getting meals in a hurry through a drive through—
as in “Do you want that for here or to go?”  My point is juxtaposition is the 
very heart of Hooker’s project and furthermore, juxtaposition is the center 
of not only Hooker’s aesthetics, but also his theology, since juxtaposition is 
of course also the very heart of the paradoxical formulation of the identity 
of Christ in the Chalcedonian orthodoxy: What else is the Incarnation of 
God by the hypostatic union if not a juxtaposition? 

It is in such moments of tension—and they are everywhere in this show—
that Hooker really shines aesthetically and theologically.   Embracing 
contradiction might be a postmodern convention, but enlivening 
paradoxes—where both sides of the tension are true—is a decidedly 
Christian practice.  Remember that it was G.K. Chesterton, following 
Kierkegaard again, in his delightful Orthodoxy who insisted that the Orthodoxy who insisted that the Orthodoxy
paradox was not a concession but an ontological category, one that was 
necessary if the many seeming contradictions of Christian doctrine were 
to be held together.  The decision to embrace juxtaposition as an aesthetic 
might open the door to paradoxical truths, the kinds of truths that orthodox 
Christian theology, if Chesterton is to be believed, is constructed of. 

In all of the works in this show Hooker plays with mimesis (imitation) and 
here again he is within one of the primary discursive fi elds of modern/
postmodern art: literary theory.  His works are complicatedly mimetic 
because of his use of commercial ceramic molds into which he puts clay to 
produce many of the fi gures we see here.  But then there is also the issue 
of his use of decals and gel transfers of photocopies of dogs and pieces of 
classical art (like the Brueghel painting in “See What Happens When You 
Hit enter/return”).  These mechanical reproductions draw into question 
the signifying valiance of art works as such. What I mean is something 
like, does the kitschy “Grand Canyon” decal on the headless deer in 
“Nature Reacts to Its Designation as an Economically Viable Resource” 
signify whatever it fi rst signifi ed—an invitation to come and see the Grand 
Canyon—or is it re-signifi ed when it is attached to the deer and placed in 
a gallery as part of a larger construction?  I think the latter.  And so while 
these works are rife with sign systems, icons and also texts, these signs 
are often semantically alienated from their original use and meaning.  They 
are “repeated” but in that very repetition Hooker changes them.  It doesn’t 
get much more postmodern than this—at least as a theory of language 
and sign systems—and I think Derrida would be delighted in Hooker’s 
demonstration of the “iterability” of the code.  
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Further, the commercial molds exhibit another (perhaps similar) complication 
to the theory of representation displayed by the works.  Hooker’s choice to 
leave the evidence of their use plainly visible—he does this with the rough 
edges that you see on “The Pilgrim” or “Intercessor”—draws attention to 
the molds and complicates their meaning.  Hooker seems to be saying 
“See, I used a mold here” as though he were intending for us to fi rst notice, 
and then to ask what it means to use molds in your work. Don’t forget that 
molds and their products bear a striking similarity to smoke and fi re: the 
mold is the cause of its product.  But if Hooker questions the relationship 
between smoke and fi re, between signifi ers and signifi ed, then I think it is 
safe to say he is also questioning the relationship between molds and their 
products.  Not that the molds don’t in some sense “make” their products, 
but that molds don’t make and thereby control and determine the meaning 
of their product.  Instead it is the user of the mold, the artist, who has this 
control, or at least the ability to manipulate and complicate that meaning 
making function.  And only then can they try to demonstrate this to the 
beholder of their work.  I think this is what happens when Hooker uses a 
mold: the molded fi gure becomes something other than what it was—a 
dog’s head, a bunny—and becomes something else because of Hooker’s 
intention, and at the same time the whole process of meaning making 
itself is allegorized for the viewer.  The clearest analogy for this process is 
our everyday use of language: we all use molds to say whatever we mean 
(we call these molds “words”), but our use of them, like Hooker’s use of 
the molds, imbues the ready stock of words with what we mean.  In other 
words, they don’t mean independently of what we mean by them. Thus 
someone who seeks to understand our words is seeking to understand 
what we mean by the words, not what the words themselves mean.  So 
too with the molds: what we are interested in with the molds is never what 
the molds were—a dog—but what they now are because Hooker wants 
them to be—a representation of faithfulness—and the difference between 
the two is the difference made by intention.  In this way the molds help 
us to see and ask questions about the relationship between the artist and 
his media—whatever that media is—and this theme is at least as old as 
Duchamp’s “Fountain.”  Once Hooker starts asking such questions he 

plays quickly into Greenberg’s (modernist) insistence that “ideation”—or 
what we might now call intention—is the defi ning attribute of a work’s 
ontology.

And yet, the molds also demonstrate the degree to which Hooker is 
managing someone else’s creation in his own, fi rst, the mold maker, and, 
then, perhaps God—the creator of all molds, of all categories.  Surely this 
complicates any facile declaration that the artist simply gives identity to the 
work through his intention.  Thus, in the use of the molds—and with the gel 
transfers, collage elements, etc.—Hooker’s works destroy the fantasy of 
ex nihilo creation so central and animating to much of the modern project.  
I am reminded of Gertrude Stein who famously described the fantasy of 
ex nihilo creation when she wrote in “What Are Master-Pieces and Why 
Are There So Few Of Them?” about the difference between identity and 
entity where entity was bringing something new into being and identity 
was producing something that was recognizable. Stein preferred the 
former and thought the point of all modern art was to produce nouns, to 
give entity to things that didn’t yet exist.  David Hooker clearly doesn’t 
agree with Stein and with modernism.  Or does he?

Hooker’s works are both abstractions and representational as is so clearly 
shown in the paintings—you can see this in some of the newest sculptures 
also—and in being representational they are a departure from modernism’s 
preoccupation with purifi cation through formalization and abstraction. The 
mode of his work’s representation—through their reproducibility primarily—
is itself a postmodern mode in its insistence that the low cultural form can 
be resignifi ed for a high cultural production. But at the same time, the 
paintings could easily be seen as similar to Olitski’s, Miro’s, or Rothko’s—
that is works of (high) modernism—but for the transformation of each 
one’s beautiful subfi eld with representational elements—a gel transfer 
here, a “negative” of a dog there, etc.  And it is in this way that Hooker’s 
painting moves from the modernist project of producing pure art through 
the purifi cation of his media (the production of “media specifi city” which 
Greenberg as modernism’s great priest was always seeking in art) to the 



postmodern project of fl oating signifi cation and ambiguous reference.  
And the process is similar in the relationship between the titles and the 
works, and also in the representational qualities of the sculptures, even 
when they have abstract elements in their construction.  So while it seems 
mistaken to say that Hooker is a modernist artist, it is equally diffi cult to 
say that Hooker is simply a postmodern artist.  He keeps many of the 
questions of modern art (and their solutions) fl oating around within his 
works, but then he violates too many of modernism basic commitments.  
We are probably wise to say that just as Hooker’s sculptures seem to 
defy easy categorization, but require intense engagement in their manifold 
complexity, so also does his work defy the attempt to theoretically and 
historically situate them as either simply modern or postmodern.

Though I have only scratched at the surface of my interests in these 
pieces, I think it is evident that I am delighted by David Hooker’s art 
and if this violates Kant’s insistence in the Critique of Judgment that the Critique of Judgment that the Critique of Judgment
beholder—and especially the critic—be disinterested about anything but 
the concept of the work then so be it.  But I am willing to admit that these 
works are not for everyone.  They require a certain sensibility, disposition, 
or, dare I say it, taste and unpacking that taste provides a lot of insight into 
the works themselves.  If you hate to edit, but love organization you will 
love these pieces.  If you love perfection, but cannot countenance things 
that are done without evidence of the human hand, you will love these 
pieces.  If you hate the seriousness of the contemporary art world, but 
cannot tolerate art that doesn’t display a certain irreverence as it seriously 
works out its humor, you will love these pieces.  If you love the paradoxes 
of the Christian faith, but do not except the easy (and at time formulaic) 
reduction of them into syllogisms (and theological systems), you will love 
these pieces.  In short, if your own aesthetics and theology are a series 
of contradicting truths held in tension—paradoxes really—then in David 
Hooker’s art you may have found works that will keep you looking and 
then thinking in an art world full of noisome works that are shocking but 
not gripping, ponderous but not thought provoking, just as I have.  I think 
if you just keep looking David Hooker will be happy.
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I preach today? No; I take-processor in hand, to put into words
these sermons, written - not in stone - but in frail, fragile, brittle clay -

the dust, ‘adam, from which we, too, are made, earthen vessels,
cracked pots, indeed, crack-pots, all of us; alienated cranks, looking
askance at the world whose dust we will not shake from our feet, even
though shod for heaven we stand, expectantly, in gilded sandals,
peering through the gates.
Before the treasure we bear is set into some more worthy
vessel, then, we stand here, in the midden, the great garbage-heap of
culture, like Monte Testaccio, formed from the junk, the detritus, the
shards of broken dreams and broken lives and broken promises: our
world; God’s world, rather, given to us, for us, and made, by us, into a
midden.
David sets us down, then fi rmly on this crunchy pile, setting us
on the unstable pedestal, the wobbly plinth [he has made it that way]
that supports and magnifi es his own art: sculptor, potter, Southern
gentleman, in the restless and relentless, and resistless and ruthless
North; which means, a poet, trying to peddle the prose we can
instantly understand: slick transactions, shifting power from one
eager broker to the next: trying to write the offi ce memos, which, in
fl orid script, pass for poetry in today’s desperately earnest yet
utterly impoverished lexicon of adoration.
No; kitsch having taken the place of art, Putzbau taking the
place of stone, in an age without convictions poetry now must be
made - in pottery.
So he must write - and make - a rough art, almost a child’s art:
surfaces that grate like sandpaper on our souls, surfaces that cry out
for sand paper, for polish, for something to take off the edges. Not

1 Co 1:18 For the word of the cross is folly to those who 
are perishing, but to us who are being saved it is the 

power of God. 
19 For it is written, “I will destroy the wisdom of the 

wise, and the discernment of the discerning I will 
thwart.” 20 Where is the one who is wise? Where is the 

scribe? Where is the debater of this age? Has not God 
made foolish the wisdom of the world?

27 But God chose what is foolish in the world to shame 
the wise; God chose what is weak in the world to shame 

the strong; 28 God chose what is low and despised in 
the world, even things that are not, to bring to nothing 

things that are, 29 so that no human being might boast 
in the presence of God.

narragonia
Rev J. Martin Johnson
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porcelain, this, but the stuff of daily life, fi red, not in a kiln consuming
costly cords of Cryptomeria chinensis, but some simple pile of brush,
enclosing a pile of pots, generating just barely enough heat to bake the
coils into something durable, all that some peasant could gather.
Like Bosch and Brueghel, his idols, however, David-as-peasant is
only a poseur; clad in velvet, sipping Jack Daniels [metaphorically, of
course - this is Wheaton] he casts the eye of the scholar, the lawyer,
the social and cultural critic upon what he sees. No fool, he, who wrote
the Narrenschiff; and no mere populist, either, this our poet of the
plastic arts, despite the omnipresence of those lovingly crafted
Wonder Women, rubbing elbows with Mrs Arnolfi ni and her dog, and
all those other characters who pop up, like Popeye, out of their usual
contexts [David is supremely a surrealist, after all: real things, ripped
out of context and tossed or even thrown together, ‘thrown’; for there
is anger in there, surely, the anger of the prophet].
The anger of the prophet; and the peace of the visionary.
My generation let this nation down: David inherits the broken
dreams, yes; and the passion that we, so quickly, discarded, too, on
the rubbish heap. We had our eye on other things, it seems: more
tangible. We turned inside, and turned our world inside out and
found ... nothing. Nothing worth taking for granted; nothing worth
taking; nothing worth stealing. Nothing to put back.
David pushes back: gently; fi rmly. There is steel in his soul, as
well. But the fi re, the passion that burns within, is not the fi re with
which to make swords; or even ploughshares; not a forge, but a kiln
sets in David’s hearth and home: something to make pots in.
My work is, simply put, all about me.
Unlike Brueghel, who puts himself off to the side, David - like



Rembrandt - puts himself at the center. [As I write this, now, I sip my
tea from one of his cups. His face looms large, brow furrowed, peering
through his spectacles].
I make little narrative stories about myself, my family, and my
pets–but mostly about me. It’s about things I love, things I
surround myself with (or wish I could surround myself with),
things that fascinate me, puzzle me, or make me anxious.
Yes; and Washington, his profi le stamped from a ceramic penny,
and various earnest animals confront me, as well: a rabbit, and one of
his beloved whippets, hastily - but surely - scratched into the once-soft
clay. [David can draw!]
So too, in that barque, bound for Narragonia, the Fools’
Paradise, teeming with creatures; Bosch’s priests and prelates have
embarked - or were they thrown overboard? - and their places taken
by other passengers: quadrupeds of various kinds; furry mammals. We
are looking, not so much at the Garbage Scow, set for the middle of
the sea, but Noah’s Ark, bound for Middle Earth, on which the
creatures huddle, awaiting their Redeemer’s call: the Dove, singing
her song, bearing the olive branch in her mouth.
One does not feel that day of deliverance to be near, in David’s
work. The Rapture may not be coming anytime soon.
Why?
May be he, too, loves this earth; the creatures that teem its
surfaces - to the depths. Embraces its humility, its fragility and its
pretensions, even, with a judgment that is tempered by love.
Pottery shatters; it is brittle. it drops, and it is gone. Stone kills
it. You can make it as tumultuous and thrown-together as you wish,
and splash it with colour, as David does; energize it; it is still a soft
lump, now made hard, brittle.
Some of the recent pots and plates have simple surfaces, a
playful and serene juxtaposition of soft, free-form shapes, like later
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Matisse, or Calder or Miro; carefully rendered in clear colours. Is
David now just decorating? Is he selling out? I doubt it.
Somewhere there is a joy; a hope, even. But he is young. It is
too soon to settle for that.
For now; right now - there is a world to be saved; or at least
challenged - to look, for its salvation, not to its own wisdom, stability
or serenity. No. There is world that needs to care for itself, but
cannot, without the help - the loving, guiding, guardian help - of the
One who made it, and the One who pulled it out of the fi re, before the
nascent amphorae had been incinerated.
Ship of Fools.
Out of the smokestack of this fragile vessel, black smoke puffs:
the industrial-military complex, no doubt. Many of David’s fi gurines
have lost their heads, literally - been decapitated by some ideology or
another. Even one of my favorites, ‘Pilgrimage’ - the individual,
‘spiritual’ equivalent of our communal ‘ecclesial’ ‘Ship of Fools’ -
makes me wince. Are we so muddle-headed? Maybe.
To turn for help, this world, now so squat on its own haunches,
must be un-settled; de-stabilized; alienated from itself.
It must be shocked back -gently sometimes, sometimes not - into
looking, at least, for a Reality Other than itself.
A tall order.
David’s surrealist move does that, superbly:
I love to slam things from different cultures together and see what
happens.
But - starting there - he startles us with what we have, but have
not seen, around us, every day.
I make no claim that I am unique or special: neither is my family.
On the contrary, it is because we are so ordinary we are
interesting. It is my goal to present mundane and ordinary life in
a way that is humorous, joyful, and profound without being trite.



Of course, he is utterly unique.
But - that is the miracle of it - not by trying to be; but just by
being.
He is what he is, in other words, because he just lets himself be -
as His Creator wishes, and guides him, day after day.
So simple; and so costly; yes: there is a cost to this kind of
creativity, mediaeval in its anonymity, its utter disregard for self, its
gaze alone on God. Since Vasari, the artist is hero; the artist is God.
David turns back; and turns his back on that.
For David, God will be God.
Bruckner, when approached by well-meaning friends to write
something a little more accessible, said: “But the Dear God will not let
me!”.
David will be what the Good God will let him. Even be a fool.
Even ‘an ordinary man’.
God will make the ordinary extraordinary. God. That is His
prerogative, and His project.
Ours: to be just what we ought to be - not ‘proud’ [an edge
sticking up]; but to be, creaturely, no more - and no less! - than our
Creator means, and our Redeemer gives us leave. And, in being
ourselves, truly ourselves, true to our true selves, becoming, in Him,
something more.
Serving in humility, craft and Craftsman, who, crafting us,
makes us what He will.
David’s task,
Our task, too. Our calling: we who hear the Gospel calling: calling
us to call the world that He so loved, loves still, and cares for, back to
Him. To call; to summon; to invite; to tease and beguile, even to prod,
and provoke, wittily, even unwittingly, this world in which we have
our being.
Foolishness; yes.
But God chose what is foolish ...
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A Ship of Fools (I’d like to Know 
Where You Got the Notion)
earthenware, goldleaf, acrylic
25 x 29 x 11 inches 27



Pilgrim
earthenware

12x10x7 inches 

Intercessor
earthenware

17 x 12 x 6.5 inches 



Popeye as Bagman 
Contemplates the Cultural 

Shift from Nature to 
Experience
earthenware

25 x 15 x 10 inches 
29



The Posturing of Carnival and Lent
ceramic, wood, goldleaf

10 x 15 x 12 inches (variable)



Nature Reacts to Its Designation as 
an Economically Viable Resource

earthenware, gel transfer
28 x 32 x 22 inches 

31



Plunge and Lunge
earthenware, goldleaf

27 x 24 x 19 inches 



Fore!
earthenware

15.5 x 8 x 8 inches 
33



Self Portrait as Dollar 
earthenware

20x31x2 inches 



Annunciation to Go
earthenware

21x20x4 inches
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Two Ships That Go Bump in the 
Night, Two Buglars to Sound Out a 

Warning, and a Way Out
acrylic, gel transfer
12 x 12 x 2.5 inches 

See What Happens When You Hit 
enter/return

acrylic, gel transfer, collage
12 x 12 x 2.5 inches



Return of the Hounded 
(The Quest for Tenure)

acrylic, gel transfer, collage, rust
12 x 12 x 2.5 inches 
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A Mystery, Wrapped in an Enigma, 
Viewed by a Poodle

acrylic, ink, collage, rust
12 x 12 x 2.5 inches 

Three Easy Targets, Two of Which Are 
Discussing the Imminent Demise of the Third

acrylic, rust, ink
12 x 12 x 2.5 inches 



The Baby, The Bathwater, and a 
Backhoe/Loader, or, Is It Wrong 

to Use Your Wife and Son as 
Madonna and Child?

acrylic, gel transfer, collage
12 x 12 x 2.5 inches 
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